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by  exercise of force—a design  which  only  the  certainty   of
opposition by a greater force could avail to check.   But Britain,
though she had begun to rearm as early as 1935, was still in
no position to play a decisive part in that respect, even had her
rulers foreseen the necessity for her to do so and steeled them-
selves to take a line which, in the then prevailing state of public
opinion, would have been most unpopular.    When, therefore,
the crisis over the German minority rights in C2echoslovakia
burst upon the world in September of that year, Britain was
not in a position to wage a new great war, and Czechoslovakia
was left to pass into the German orbit, and indeed in a few months
to become virtually a German province.   Then, more energetic
efforts were made to build a peace front against further aggression.
All  this  time  British  rearmament  had  been  going  slowly
indeed, but steadily, forward.    A formidable Navy was being
rebuilt, and a strong and growing Air Force of the highest quality
was being fashioned.   The Army, too, was in process of reform,
but it had fallen to the unhappy position of the Cinderella of
the three Services.    There were disputes about its mission as
well as about its constitution;   recruits were chronically slow
in coming forward to fill its half-empty ranks;   its armament
remained backward and its rearmament sluggish, and its quality
as a fighting machine had sunk considerably even from the level
of 1914, still more by comparison with that attained at the end of
the Great War.   It was not until 1937, with the advent of Mr.
Hore Belisha to the War Office, that a really vigorous attempt was
made to grapple seriously with all these problems.
Our new military policy, as defined in 1938 and 1939,
recognised that the deterioration of the international situation
involved new perils for this country and Empire greater than
any since the days of Napoleon, and that the advent of air power
might bring these home right to our doors. Home defence
and the defence of our ports, overseas possessions and trade
routes against air attack were new responsibilities of vital
importance, in which the Army had its vital part to play. Our
Mediterranean and Middle Eastern interests were especially
imperilled and required the permanent location of a large contin-
gent in that area for their safeguarding. Finally, military aid
to our allies in Europe would have to be afforded, as it had always
been throughout our history, though its scale might be limited
by our own needs elsewhere.
Under the urgent pressure of events a number of important
steps were taken to enable the British Army to meet all these
heavy and varied demands upon it. Its armament and equip-
ment were brought more, though not yet fully, up to date.
The organisation of its formations was drastically recast to

